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From the author of The Art of Lainey and Liars, Inc. comes a fresh, contemporary story about one
girl’s tragic past and a boy who convinces her that maybe her luck is about to change. Perfect for fans
of Sarah Dessen or Jenny Han. Maguire knows she’s bad luck. No matter how many charms she buys
off the internet or good luck rituals she performs each morning, horrible things happen when
Maguire is around. Like that time her brother, father, and uncle were all killed in a car crash—and
Maguire walked away with barely a scratch. But then on her way out of her therapist’s office, she
meets Jordy, an aspiring tennis star, who wants to help Maguire break her unlucky streak. Maguire
knows that the best thing she can do for Jordy is to stay away, but staying away may be harder than
she thought.
A small town. A big secret. A deadly game. From the author of Liars, Inc., comes a dark, contemporary
thriller with twists and turns that are perfect for fans of We Were Liars, Little Monsters, and One of
Us Is Lying. Embry Woods has secrets. Some are small, like the ones about her complicated past.
Others are bigger, like her growing feelings for best friend’s ex-boyfriend, Holden. But the biggest
secret she carries is about what they did at the abandoned Sea Cliff Inn...and the resulting terrible
fire. Embry helps a homeless man escape from the flames and is immediately hailed as a hero, but she
knows that couldn't be further from the truth. Though she’s wracked with guilt, Embry thinks she can
take one last secret to her grave. But then she receives an anonymous note—someone else was there
that night. Now she must respond to a series of threatening messages asking her to make impossible
choices. Someone is playing a high-stakes game with her life. And their last move is murder.
In this brilliant debut fantasy, a story of secrets, rebellion, and murder are shattering the Hollows,
where magic costs memory to use, and only the son of the kingdom’s despised traitor holds the truth.
Michael is branded a traitor as a child because of the murder of the king’s nine-year-old son, by his
father David Kingman. Ten years later on Michael lives a hardscrabble life, with his sister Gwen,
performing crimes with his friends against minor royals in a weak attempt at striking back at the
world that rejects him and his family. In a world where memory is the coin that pays for magic,
Michael knows something is there in the hot white emptiness of his mind. So when the opportunity
arrives to get folded back into court, via the most politically dangerous member of the kingdom’s
royal council, Michael takes it, desperate to find a way back to his past. He discovers a royal family
that is spiraling into a self-serving dictatorship as gun-wielding rebels clash against magically trained
militia. What the truth holds is a set of shocking revelations that will completely change the Hollows,
if Michael and his friends and family can survive long enough to see it.
Liars, Inc.HarperTeen
A Long Story
We Were Liars
League of Liars
Mothers and Other Liars
Three Perfect Liars
In this gorgeously imagined novel, a journalist interviews those who knew—or thought they knew—Alejandro Bevilacqua, a brilliant,
infuriatingly elusive South American writer and author of the masterpiece, In Praise of Lying. But the accounts of those in his circle of friends,
lovers, and enemies become increasingly contradictory, murky, and suspect. Is everyone lying, or just telling their own subjective version of the
truth? As the literary investigation unfolds and a chorus of Bevilacqua’s peers piece together the fractured reality of his life, thirty years after
his death, only the reader holds the power of final judgment. In All Men Are Liars, Alberto Manguel pays homage to literature’s inventions and
explores whether we can ever truly know someone, and the question of how, by whom, and for what, we ourselves will be remembered.
In today's hyper-connected society, understanding the mechanisms of trust is crucial. Issues of trust are critical to solving problems as diverse as
corporate responsibility, global warming, and the political system. In this insightful and entertaining book, Schneier weaves together ideas from
across the social and biological sciences to explain how society induces trust. He shows the unique role of trust in facilitating and stabilizing
human society. He discusses why and how trust has evolved, why it works the way it does, and the ways the information society is changing
everything.
A 2020 LOCUS AWARD FINALIST FOR BEST FIRST NOVEL Sharp, mainstream fantasy meets compelling thrills of investigative noir in
Magic for Liars, a fantasy debut by rising star Sarah Gailey. Ivy Gamble was born without magic and never wanted it. Ivy Gamble is perfectly
happy with her life – or at least, she’s perfectly fine. She doesn't in any way wish she was like Tabitha, her estranged, gifted twin sister. Ivy
Gamble is a liar. When a gruesome murder is discovered at The Osthorne Academy of Young Mages, where her estranged twin sister teaches
Theoretical Magic, reluctant detective Ivy Gamble is pulled into the world of untold power and dangerous secrets. She will have to find a
murderer and reclaim her sister—without losing herself. “An unmissable debut.”—Adrienne Celt, author of Invitation to a Bonfire At the
Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
In 1992, celebrated novelist Ann Patchett launched her remarkable career with the publication of her debut novel, The Patron Saint of Liars. On
this 25th anniversary, read the best-selling book that is “beautifully written . . . a first novel that second- and third-time novelists would envy for
its grace, insight, and compassion” (Boston Herald). St. Elizabeth's, a home for unwed mothers in Habit, Kentucky, usually harbors its residents
for only a little while. Not so Rose Clinton, a beautiful, mysterious woman who comes to the home pregnant but not unwed, and stays. She
plans to give up her child, thinking she cannot be the mother it needs. But when Cecilia is born, Rose makes a place for herself and her daughter
amid St. Elizabeth's extended family of nuns and an ever-changing collection of pregnant teenage girls. Rose's past won't be kept away, though,
even by St. Elizabeth's; she cannot remain untouched by what she has left behind, even as she cannot change who she has become in the
leaving.
Liars' Legacy
Liar's Poker
Exposing the Closely Guarded Secrets of Elite Car Sales Professionals
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The Matchmaker's Replacement
Dangerous Exes
The author of Girl Against the Universe and Liars, Inc. plunges readers into a world where the internet is always
watching—and judging—in this compelling story about mistakes, repercussions, and online vigilante justice.
Perfect for fans of Sarah Darer Littman’s Backlash or Robyn Schneider’s The Beginning of Everything. After
waking up from a coma, Genevieve Grace can’t remember the car crash that killed her boyfriend Dallas, a
YouTuber turned teen music idol. Genevieve knows she was driving, but because of what's been reported in the
media, everyone assumes the other driver, Brad Freeman, is guilty. As she slowly pieces together the night of
the accident, Genevieve is hit with a sickening sense of dread—what if she's the one at fault? While the internet
and social media viciously condemn Brad, Genevieve escapes to her father’s house near Zion National Park to
hide from curious classmates and intrusive reporters. But she quickly realizes that she can’t run away from the
accident. And eventually, she will have to come to grips with what happened…and her role in it.
Keep calm and make it to prom night—without a legit panic attack. For seventeen-year-old Bree Hughes, it’s
easier said than done when gossip, grief, and the opportunity to fail at love are practically high-fiving her in the
hallways of Belmont High. When Bree’s crush, Sean Mills, gives her his phone number, she can’t even leave a
voicemail without sounding like a freak. Then she’s asked to be on Prom Court because Maisey Morgan, the
school outcast nominated as a joke, declined. She apologizes to Maisey, but it’s too late. After years of torment
and an ugly secret shared with their class’s cruel Pageant Queen, Maisey commits suicide. Bree is left with a lot
of regret…and a revealing letter with a final request. With Sean by her side, Bree navigates through her guilt,
her parents’ divorce, and all the Prom Court drama. But when a cheating-love-triangle secret hits the fan after a
night of sex, drinks, and video games, she’s left with new information about Sean and the class Pageant Queen.
Bree must now speak up or stay silent. If she lets fear be her guide, she’ll lose her first love, and head to prom to
avenge the death of the school outcast—as a party of one. Sky Pony Press, with our Good Books, Racehorse and
Arcade imprints, is proud to publish a broad range of books for young readers—picture books for small children,
chapter books, books for middle grade readers, and novels for young adults. Our list includes bestsellers for
children who love to play Minecraft; stories told with LEGO bricks; books that teach lessons about tolerance,
patience, and the environment, and much more. While not every title we publish becomes a New York Times
bestseller or a national bestseller, we are committed to books on subjects that are sometimes overlooked and to
authors whose work might not otherwise find a home.
The time was the 1980s. The place was Wall Street. The game was called Liar’s Poker. Michael Lewis was fresh
out of Princeton and the London School of Economics when he landed a job at Salomon Brothers, one of Wall
Street’s premier investment firms. During the next three years, Lewis rose from callow trainee to bond
salesman, raking in millions for the firm and cashing in on a modern-day gold rush. Liar’s Poker is the
culmination of those heady, frenzied years—a behind-the-scenes look at a unique and turbulent time in American
business. From the frat-boy camaraderie of the forty-first-floor trading room to the killer instinct that made
ambitious young men gamble everything on a high-stakes game of bluffing and deception, here is Michael
Lewis’s knowing and hilarious insider’s account of an unprecedented era of greed, gluttony, and outrageous
fortune.
The instant New York Times bestseller from the author of the Newbery Medal winner When You Reach Me: a
story about spies, games, and friendship. The first day Georges (the S is silent) moves into a new Brooklyn
apartment, he sees a sign taped to a door in the basement: SPY CLUB MEETING—TODAY! That’s how he meets
his twelve-year-old neighbor Safer. He and Georges quickly become allies—and fellow spies. Their assignment?
Tracking the mysterious Mr. X, who lives in the apartment upstairs. But as Safer’s requests become more and
more demanding, Georges starts to wonder: how far is too far to go for your only friend? “Will touch the hearts
of kids and adults alike.” —NPR Winner of the Guardian Prize for Children’s Fiction Named a Best Book of the
Year by The New York Times, The Wall Street Journal, and more!
The Best Liars in Riverview
Liars' Table
Liars and Losers Like Us
Liars, Inc.
Everyone has something to hide—especially high school juniors Spencer, Aria, Emily, and Hanna. Spencer covets her
sister's boyfriend. Aria's fantasizing about her English teacher. Emily's crushing on the new girl at school. And Hanna uses
some ugly tricks to stay beautiful. But they've all kept an even bigger secret since their friend Alison vanished. How do I
know? Because I know everything about the bad girls they were and the naughty girls they are now. And guess what? I'm
telling.
NATIONAL BESTSELLER • “You wouldn’t expect a comic novel about a dictionary to be a thriller too, but this one is. In
fact, [it] is also a mystery, love story (two of them) and cliffhanging melodrama.” —The New York Times Book Review An
award-winning novel that chronicles the charming misadventures of a lovelorn Victorian lexicographer and the young
woman put on his trail a century later to root out his misdeeds while confronting questions of her own sexuality and place
in the world. Mountweazel n. the phenomenon of false entries within dictionaries and works of reference. Often used as a
safeguard against copyright infringement. In the final year of the nineteenth century, Peter Winceworth is toiling away at
the letter S for Swansby’s multivolume Encyclopaedic Dictionary. But his disaffection with his colleagues compels him to
assert some individual purpose and artistic freedom, and he begins inserting unauthorized, fictitious entries. In the
present day, Mallory, the publisher’s young intern, starts to uncover these mountweazels in the process of digitization and
through them senses their creator’s motivations, hopes, and desires. More pressingly, she’s also been contending with a
threatening, anonymous caller who wants Swansby’s staff to “burn in hell.” As these two narratives coalesce, Winceworth
and Mallory, separated by one hundred years, must discover how to negotiate the complexities of life’s often
untrustworthy, hoax-strewn, and undefinable path. An exhilarating, laugh-out-loud debut, The Liar’s Dictionary celebrates
the rigidity, fragility, absurdity, and joy of language while peering into questions of identity and finding one’s place in the
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world.
This spooky stand-alone from MG horror expert Dan Poblocki is perfect for fans of Katherine Arden and Victoria Schwab!
Simon is a liar. Stella and Alex know this about their new step-brother, so they aren't bothered by his stories about their
new house. Wildwyck, a former schoolhouse for misbehaved boys, might have plenty of creaks and shadows, but the twins
know that ghosts aren't real. But Simon is getting harder and harder to ignore, as his cries for attention become
increasingly dangerous and difficult to explain. Stella and Alex have to consider . . . could Simon actually be telling the
truth? As they look for answers, they learn that the history of Wildwyck is more sinister than they could have imagined.
And when a shocking truth is revealed, it's not clear who can be trusted anymore. Will the three siblings be able to put
aside their differences to save their family . . . before it's too late?
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • A modern, sophisticated suspense novel from National Book Award finalist, and
Printz Award honoree E. Lockhart. Don't miss the eagerly anticipated prequel, Family of Liars, available May 2022! A
beautiful and distinguished family. A private island. A brilliant, damaged girl; a passionate, political boy. A group of four
friends—the Liars—whose friendship turns destructive. A revolution. An accident. A secret. Lies upon lies. True love. The
truth. Read it. And if anyone asks you how it ends, just LIE. "Thrilling, beautiful, and blisteringly smart, We Were Liars is
utterly unforgettable." —John Green, #1 New York Times bestselling author of The Fault in Our Stars
This Is How It Happened
Liar & Spy
Family of Liars
Girl Against the Universe
Beautiful Liars

Approximately 12 million Americans, or one in twenty-five, are sociopaths. But what does this statistic mean? What exactly is a sociopath?
What do they do to be labeled as such? And how many people are affected by them? While everyday lying has become acceptable and even
socially necessary, it is often difficult to discover when someone is manipulating you through lies or other actions. Since a sociopath has no
conscience, he or she feels no remorse about piling lie on top of lie until, eventually, the façade comes crashing down and he or she is exposed.
When Dr. Scott was warned about a film producer she had hired, she confronted the woman, only to be fed explanations and excuses.
Eventually, Scott found that she had been the victim of this sociopath for five years, along with many others. In this book, she delves into
medical research on sociopaths as well as interviews with sociopaths and victims alike to provide a comprehensive picture of this mental
disorder. Lies and Liars also includes information about: The types of lies told by sociopaths in different situations The relationships between
sociopaths and victims Recognizing when someone is lying How to deal with a suspected or discovered sociopathic liar The odds are very high
that you know a sociopath already, so figure out what signs to look for to prevent yourself or your loved ones being manipulated or harmed.
In an incisive inquiry into the nature of deception, the author of Grammatical Man offers a provocative debate about the nature of truth and
ethics, the diverse faces and devices of falsehood, and the postmodern emphasis on meaning at the expense of truth. Reprint. 15,000 first
printing.
A novel of the West deromanticizes the "winning" of the American frontier, using black, Native American, and female voices to retell the story.
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • The addictive prequel to the TikTok phenomenon We Were Liars: the story of another summer,
another generation—and the secrets that will haunt them for decades to come. "I anticipated that at some point a shocking twist would come.
And, wow, does it ever." —The New York Times "A perfect beach read." —The Boston Globe A windswept private island off the coast of
Massachusetts. A hungry ocean, churning with secrets and sorrow. A fiery, addicted heiress. An irresistible, unpredictable boy. A summer of
unforgivable betrayal and terrible mistakes. Welcome back to the Sinclair family. They were always liars.
The Liar's Tale
The Truth App
The Extraordinary Saga of How One Building Broke the World's Toughest Tycoons
The Kingdom of Liars
How and Why Sociopaths Lie and How You Can Detect and Deal with Them
In this fantasy thriller, four teens charged with murder and caught up with the illegal use of magic band together to devise the ultimate
jailbreak. Perfect for fans of Six of Crows and How to Get Away with Murder. Ever since his mother was killed, seventeen-year-old Cayder
Broduck has had one goal—to see illegal users of magic brought to justice. People who carelessly use extradimensional magic for their own
self-interest, without a care to the damage it does to society or those around them, deserve to be punished as far as Cayder is concerned.
Because magic always has a price. So when Cayder lands a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to apprentice under a premier public defender, he
takes it. If he can learn all the tricks of public defense, the better he’ll be able to dismantle defense arguments when he’s a prosecutor.
Then he’ll finally be able to make sure justice is served. But when he meets the three criminals he’s supposed to defend, it no longer seems
so black and white. They’re teenagers, like him, and their stories are . . . complicated, like his. Vardean, the prison where Cayder’s new
clients are incarcerated, also happens to be at the very heart of the horrible tear in the veil between their world and another
dimension—where all magic comes from. League of Liars is a dark and twisty mystery set in a richly-drawn world where nothing is as it
seems, rife with magic, villains and danger.
Burglar-turned-CIA agent Tommy Carmellini investigates a massacre with links to the U.S. government, a situation that causes him to
wonder whom he can trust.
They were born in the shadows. Schooled in espionage. Taught to kill and trained to disappear. In this captivating masterwork from
bestselling author Taylor Stevens, elusive twins Jack and Jill take the global spy game to electric levels. The assassin broker is dead. The
power void has left the network he controlled without restraints, and the world’s deadliest killers free to pursue their own vendettas and
political agendas. The United States government, unwilling to risk upheaval and global chaos, has mobilized killers of its own to
preemptively hunt down and destroy each potential threat. Among the most dangerous on that list are Jack and Jill. Often estranged—always
connected by a legacy they can’t escape—the siblings have eluded many who want them dead. As they board a flight to Berlin hoping to meet
the father they’ve never known, they suspect a trap. What they can’t predict is how far a high-level Russian operation will go to secure
their skills, or how hard the U.S. operatives sent to stop them will fight to assassinate them first. For the twins, resistance and cooperation
both mean death. Caught between two superpowers with unlimited resources and unable to trust each other, brother and sister will match
wit against skill in a life-threatening chase across Europe, back to the United States, and into an unholy alliance that could change the
balance of global power forever. Filled with pulse-pounding tension, blistering action, and intense human drama, Liars’ Legacy is worldclass intrigue at its best.
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Perfect for fans of Stephanie Perkins, Sarah Dessen, and Susane Colasanti, The Art of Lainey tells the story of how, with the help of The
Art of War, Lainey plots the perfect plan to get her boyfriend back. But is getting him back really what she wants? Soccer star Lainey
Mitchell is gearing up to spend an epic summer with her amazing boyfriend, Jason, when he suddenly breaks up with her—no reasons, no
warnings, and in public no less! Lainey is more than crushed, but with help from her friend Bianca, she resolves to do whatever it takes to
get Jason back. And that's when Lainey and Bianca stumble across a copy of The Art of War. With just one glance, the girls are sure they
can use the book to lure Jason back into Lainey's arms. So Lainey channels her inner warlord, recruiting spies to gather intel and
persuading her coworker Micah to pose as her new boyfriend to make Jason jealous. After a few "dates," it looks like her plan is going to
work! But now her relationship with Micah is starting to feel like more than just a game. Can fighting for what she wants help Lainey
figure out what she really needs?
All Buyers are Liars
A Novel
Liars & Thieves
The Case Against the Anti-Trump Conspiracy
Liars' Room

From the author of the “breathtaking, bone-chilling work of psychological suspense” (Cristina Alger, USA TODAY bestselling author) Her One
Mistake, comes a riveting new suspense novel about three ambitious women whose lives are turned upside down after a horrifying fire
threatens to expose a tangled web of lies. Laura has returned to work at Morris and Wood after her maternity leave, only to discover that the
woman she brought in to cover for her isn’t going anywhere. Despite her close relationship with the agency’s powerful CEO, she feels
sidelined—and outmaneuvered—as she struggles to balance the demands of work and motherhood. Mia was only supposed to be a
temporary hire at Morris and Wood, but she’s managed to make herself indispensable to everyone. Everyone, that is, except Laura. If people
only knew why she was so desperate to keep her job, they might not want her to stay. Janie gave up everything to support her husband and
the successful agency he runs. But she has her own dark secret to protect…and will go to any lengths to keep it safe. With her signature
“chilling, captivating” (Megan Miranda, New York Times bestselling author) prose, Heidi Perks weaves another bone-chilling and
unputdownable thriller in the vein of Watching You and The Couple Next Door.
Have you ever wondered what separates the truly successful car salesmen (and women) from the rest? Are you curious to know the
persuasive patter they use to successfully secure the sale? Are you wondering how they convince people to make the second largest
purchase they are ever likely to make? Whether you're a sales professional yourself or a canny customer looking to get inside the mind of a
car salesman, this book will dismantle the whole process and show you how success is simply a system and attitude.* The whole car sales
process dismantled and presented piece-by-piece so you can see how it works and why. * Tips for staying sane and protecting yourself from
showroom politics and bad management practice * How to sort the real prospects from downright liars to ensure your time is spent profitably
and productively * A buyers guide which shows you how to get a good deal without resorting to lies
A dark and twisted psychological tale, which Kirkus Reviews called "captivating to the very end" in a starred review—perfect for fans of I Hunt
Killers and Gone Girl. Max Cantrell has never been a big fan of the truth, so when the opportunity arises to sell forged permission slips and
cover stories to his classmates, it sounds like a good way to make a little money. So with the help of his friend Preston and his girlfriend,
Parvati, Max starts Liars, Inc. Suddenly everybody needs something, and the cash starts pouring in. Who knew lying could be so lucrative?
When Preston wants his own cover story to go visit a girl he met online, Max doesn't think twice about it. But then Preston never comes
home. And the evidence starts to pile up—terrifying clues that lead to Preston's body. Terrifying clues that point to Max as the killer….
LIAR, LIAR . . . In the photograph Martha Benn has kept for two decades, three girls lounge on the grass during a school field trip. Beside
Martha, there’s Liv, petite and wickedly funny, and Juliet, their unofficial leader, brave, kind, and effortlessly beautiful. Back then, they meant
the world to each other. But when Juliet disappeared, the bond between Martha and Liv unraveled too. Martha was the last known person to
see Juliet alive, and she still has no idea what happened after the two said goodnight on a towpath beside London’s Regent’s Canal. The
next day, Juliet’s abandoned bicycle was discovered, but no sign of Juliet. Without witnesses or clues, the investigation fell apart. Martha,
now a TV celebrity preparing to host a show investigating cold cases, finally has a chance to get answers. As Martha tries to piece together
what happened to Juliet, she realizes that her memories of those long-ago bonds may not tell the whole story. And someone else may know
more about Juliet’s fate, and their friendship, than she could ever have imagined . . .
A History of Falsehood
Liars, Leakers, and Liberals
The Art of Lainey
Hidden Pieces
The Liars of Mariposa Island

The best lies you tell your friends. The worst lies you tell yourself. In country stores, old men gather over breakfast and
coffee to swap tall tales. The fish are bigger, danger greater, and adventures wilder in the stories told at a Liarsʼ Table.
No harm in stretching the truth when nothing exciting happens in their small town. Until someone steals Purvis Webbʼs
car. Life is hard enough without thieves. A wife in a nursing home. An estranged daughter. A grandson he didnʼt know
existed. Unable to accept one more indignity, Purvis takes matters into his own hands. His pursuit of the thief leads him
to places he never thought he'd go and to decisions he never wanted to have to make. In this rich, layered story about life
spinning out of control, past and present entwine seamlessly with engaging characters. The reader will be eagerly flipping
the pages to see what happens next.
How far will a mother go to save her child? Ten years ago, Ruby Leander was a drifting nineteen-year-old who made a
split-second decision at an Oklahoma rest stop. Fast forward nine years: Ruby and her daughter Lark live in New Mexico.
Lark is a precocious, animal loving imp, and Ruby has built a family for them with a wonderful community of friends and
her boyfriend of three years. Life is good. Until the day Ruby reads a magazine article about parents searching for an
infant kidnapped by car-jackers. Then Ruby faces a choice no mother should have to make. A choice that will change
both her and Lark's lives forever.
“A swift, intense page-turner.” ̶BCCB In this pulse-pounding tech-thriller, Jack Heath creates a world where everyone
knows when you lie̶and telling the truth doesnʼt always set you free. Jarli likes to think heʼs an honest guy. Heʼs a big
believer in telling the truth, no matter what. So he develops The Truth App, a mobile application that listens in on your
conversations and can tell when someoneʼs lying. Then his app goes viral and, suddenly, Jarli is an internet sensation.
But, soon enough, Jarli realizes that being famous can be dangerous̶especially when youʼve just exposed everyoneʼs
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deepest, darkest secrets. Now his entire town is out to get him: kids at school, teachers, the police, even his own family.
Also, an underground network of criminals has just added Jarli to their hit list. Sometimes, exposing the truth comes with
a price…
In this YA heist novel, a society girl with a sketchy past leads a crew of juvie kids in using their criminal skills for good.
Liars and Outliers
The Liar's Ball
Enabling the Trust that Society Needs to Thrive
The Prequel to We Were Liars
Perfect

In the woods of a small Kentucky town, Aubrey sets off on a journey about growing up, self-discovery, and
acceptance while searching for their missing best friend—perfect for fans of King and the Dragonflies and Three
Times Lucky. Aubrey and Joel are like two tomato vines that grew along the same crooked fence—weird, yet the
same kind of weird. But lately, even their shared weirdness seems weird. Then Joel disappears. Vanishes. Poof.
The whole town is looking for him, and Aubrey was the last person to see Joel. Aubrey can’t say much, but since
lies of omission are still lies, here’s what they know for sure: For the last two weeks of the school year, when sixth
grade became too much, Aubrey and Joel have been building a raft in the woods. The raft was supposed to be just
another part of their running away game. The raft is gone now, too. Aubrey doesn’t know where Joel is, but they
might know how to find him. As Aubrey, their friend Mari, and sister Teagan search along the river, Aubrey has to
fess up to who they really are, all the things they never said, and the word that bully Rudy Thomas used that set
all this into motion.
From the author of Moxie comes a stunning novel told in three voices about the lies families tell to survive. Every
year, summer begins when the Callahans arrive on Mariposa Island. That’s when Elena Finney gets to escape her
unstable, controlling mother by babysitting for their two children. And the summer of 1986 promises to be extra
special when she meets J.C., the new boy in town, whose kisses make Elena feel like she’s been transported to a
new world. Joaquin Finney can’t imagine why anyone would want to come to Mariposa Island. He just graduated
from high school and dreams about going to California to find his father and escape his mother’s manipulation.
The Liars of Mariposa Island follows siblings Elena and Joaquin, with flashbacks to their mother's experience as a
teenage refugee fleeing the Cuban revolution. Jennifer Mathieu’s multilayered novel explores the nature of
secrets, lies, and fierce, destructive love.
Inside the world of the real Great Gatsby of New York real estate Harry Macklowe is one of the most notorious
wheelers and dealers of the real estate world, and Liar's Ball is the story of the gamblers and thieves who
populate his world. Watch as Harry makes the gutsy bid for midtown Manhattan's famous GM building and put
almost no money down, landing the billion-dollar transaction that made him the poster child for New York's real
estate royalty. Listen in on the secret conversations, back-door deals, and blackmail that put Macklowe and his
cronies on top—and set them up for an enormous fall. Vanity Fair contributing editor Vicky Ward skillfully paints
the often scandalous picture of the giants who owned the New York skyline until their empires came crumbling
down in the 2008 financial crisis. Based on more than 200 interviews with real estate moguls like Donald Trump,
William Zeckendorf, Mort Zuckerman, and David Simon, Liar's Ball is the never-before-told story of the
egomaniacal elites of New York City. Read about: The epic rise and fall of one of the richest American real estate
barons Outlandish greed and cravings for power, attention, and love Relationships built and destroyed by vanity
and gossip The bursting of the real estate bubble and its aftermath This is no fiction—this is a real life tale of
extravagance, ambition, and power. Harry Macklowe ruthlessly clawed his way to the top with the help of his loyal
followers, each grubbing for a piece of the real estate pie. Liar's Ball reveals their secrets and tells the tale of
business as usual for this group—lying, backstabbing, and moving in for the kill when things look patchy. From
the bestselling author of The Devil's Casino comes an expos??? on the real estate elite that you'll hardly believe.
"Isla made one teeny little mistake. Now she and her PI company, Dirty Exes, are being targeted by one seriously
angry and furiously sexy ex-quarterback. Jessie freakin' Beckett. But there's no way some NFL superhunk is going
to take her business away. If only he didn't make her so hot--and bothered ... "--Provided by publisher.
The Liar's Dictionary
Dirty Exes
Lies and Liars
The Patron Saint Of Liars
Pretty Little Liars TV Tie-in Edition
After their missing friend's body is found and another of their friends commits suicide, four former best friends live in
fear of their secrets being exposed by someone who is stalking them via their cell phones.
Wingman rule number two: never reveal how much you want them. Lex hates Gabi. Gabi hates Lex. But, hey, at least the
hate is mutual, right? All Lex has to do is survive the next few weeks training Gabi in all the ways of Wingmen Inc. and
then he can be done with her. But now that they have to work together, the sexual tension and fighting is off the charts.
He isn't sure if he wants to strangle her or throw her against the nearest sturdy table and have his way with her. But Gabi
has a secret, something she's keeping from not just her best friend but her nemesis too. Lines are blurred as Lex
becomes less the villain she's always painted him to be...and starts turning into something more. Gabi has always hated
the way she's been just a little bit attracted to him--no computer-science major should have that nice of a body or look
that good in glasses--but "Lex Luthor" is an evil womanizer. He's dangerous. Gabi should stay far, far away. Then again,
she's always wanted a little danger.
They're serving up some red-hot revenge. A sizzling series from #1 New York Times bestselling author Rachel van
Dyken. Blaire has never quite gotten over Jessie Beckett, the ex-NFL star whose kisses were hot enough to ignite the
entire Eastern Seaboard. When he chose work over her, Blaire was left brokenhearted. Why else would she have married
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a skeezy two-timer, just to divorce him less than a year later? Now Blaire is getting even by becoming one half of Dirty
Exes, a PI firm fully committed to humiliating cheating jerks. If only the new jerk she's been hired to uncover wasn't
Jessie Beckett himself. Exposing Jessie isn't going to be easy, especially when she still daydreams about his sexy smile.
Further complicating matters is Colin, Jessie's best friend. He's gorgeous, a little bit cunning, and willing to help Blaire
get the inside scoop on Jessie--for a price. Now caught between two men--one totally right and the other totally
wrong--Blaire will need to decide just how much she's willing to risk...and whom she's willing to risk it for.
Get the story the Fake News media doesn't want you to hear in the #1 New York Times bestseller: a withering indictment
of the Deep State plot against Trump and a firsthand account of the real presidency, based on interviews with the Trump
family and top administration officials. At this point in American history, we are the victims of a liberal sabotage of the
presidency unlike anything we've ever witnessed. Nevertheless President Trump continues to fight every day to keep his
promise to Make America Great Again. Today that bold idea has already led to a conservative judge on the Supreme
Court, tax reform, and deregulation that has unleashed an economy stronger than anyone could have imagined. But
there are dark forces that seek to obstruct and undermine the president and reverse the results of the 2016 presidential
election. They are part of a wide-ranging conspiracy that would seem incredible if it weren't being perpetrated openly.
Driven by ambition, blinded by greed, and bound by a common goal -- to unseat the 45th President of the United States -this cabal is determined to maintain its wrongful hold on national political power. Fox News host Jeanine Pirro uncovers
the elements of this conspiracy, including: "Fake news" propaganda, Law enforcement corruption at the highest levels,
National security leaks by the intelligence community, Bureaucratic resistance to lawful and constitutional executive
orders issued by the duly elected president, Crooked deals with foreign governments by U.S. officials sworn to defend
our Constitution. It's about time the American public knows the truth about the plot to bring down the Trump presidency.
By the time you've finished this book, you'll agree with Judge Pirro that the only way to stop these hoodlums is to Take
Them Out in Cuffs!
Magic for Liars
All Men Are Liars
Liar's Moon
Perfect Liars
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